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Abstract
Program similarity has become an increasingly popular area
of research with various security applications such as pla-
giarism detection, author identification, and malware analy-
sis [16]. However, program similarity research faces a few
unique dataset quality problems in evaluating the effective-
ness of novel approaches. First, few high-quality datasets for
binary program similarity exist and are widely used in this do-
main. Second, there are potentially many different, disparate
definitions of what makes one program “similar” to another
and in many cases there is often a large semantic gap be-
tween the labels provided by a dataset and any useful notion
of behavioral or semantic similarity.

In this paper, we present HELIX – a framework for gen-
erating large, synthetic program similarity datasets. We also
introduce Blind HELIX, a tool built on top of HELIX for ex-
tracting HELIX components from library code automatically
using program slicing. We evaluate HELIX and Blind HELIX
by comparing the performance of program similarity tools on
a HELIX dataset to a hand-crafted dataset built from multiple,
disparate notions of program similarity. Using Blind HELIX,
we show that HELIX can generate realistic and useful datasets
of virtually infinite size for program similarity research with
ground truth labels that embody practical notions of program
similarity. Finally, we discuss the results and reason about
relative tool ranking.

1 Introduction

Program similarity is a domain of research that covers a broad
range of applications, including: bug search, malware clus-
tering, malware detection, malware lineage, patch generation
and analysis, porting information across program versions,
and software theft detection [16]. Increasingly, researchers
have relied on machine learning techniques as potential solu-
tions to problems within the program similarity domain [36].
With the explosion in popularity of machine learning applica-
tions in this domain, high-quality datasets are more important

than ever to ensure that the community can reasonably and
accurately gauge the performance of one approach versus
another.

Unfortunately, high-quality datasets are difficult to find
in the domain of binary program similarity [34]. Existing
datasets often capture opaque notions of program similar-
ity with questionable relevance to real-world problems. In
the malware analysis domain specifically, prior research has
found a large semantic gap between dataset labels and any
useful notion of program similarity [34]. In other domains
with comparable dataset availability and quality issues, re-
searchers often turn to synthetic data generation and augmen-
tation strategies with reasonable success [4, 10, 15, 19, 35, 39].

To combat the problem of poor dataset availability and
quality, this paper describes our approach for generating syn-
thetic program similarity datasets by slicing and recombining
existing open-source libraries into samples with known, con-
figurable ground truth similarity. We evaluate our approach
against a manually-labeled dataset comprised of multiple ab-
stract notions of program similarity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section
2 covers background information on existing program simi-
larity approaches and includes a brief survey of dataset use in
related work. Next, we describe our approach for generating
synthetic program similarity datasets in Section 3. We then
evaluate our approach in Section 4 and discuss our results and
directions for future work in Section 5. Finally, we summarize
related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

Our primary contributions are:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use
a program slicing and re-assembly approach to gener-
ate synthetic datasets for program similarity research.
Specifically, we combine slices of open-source library
code to generate samples with ground truth similarity
which is based in measurable program similarity.

• We present HELIX - an open-source framework for pro-
gram generation and mutation geared toward dataset gen-
eration for program similarity research that is generic
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enough to support any programming language, com-
piler, and build system. HELIX is robust, mature, ac-
tively being maintained, and publicly available at https:
//github.com/helix-datasets/helix.

• We present Blind HELIX - a tool built on top of HE-
LIX that automatically extracts functional components
from library code using program slicing. Blind HELIX is
available at https://github.com/helix-datasets/
blind-helix.

• We evaluate our approach using a number of existing pro-
gram similarity tools and demonstrate that the datasets
generated align well with multiple abstract notions of
program similarity. We also discuss the relative perfor-
mance of each of these tools against different notions of
program similarity.

2 Background

This section covers relevant background information before
we describe our synthetic program similarity dataset gener-
ation approach. We start by discussing prior approaches to
program similarity, then cover available datasets and their use
by the community. Finally, we cover some grounding research
in other domains on synthetic data generation.

2.1 Program Similarity

Haq et al. conducted a study of program similarity applica-
tions, techniques, and evaluation methodologies. They found
that program similarity has been used for a wide range of
applications, such as bug search, malware clustering, malware
detection, malware lineage, patch generation and analysis,
porting information across program versions, and software
theft detection [16].

One of the simplest methods to determine program similar-
ity is through byte-wise approximate matching, or so-called
fuzzy hashing [17], of whole programs. However, a survey
by Pagani et al. found that existing fuzzy hashing approaches
are limited in the types of similarity they are able to measure
and fairly minor changes in the complex binary executable
format can induce large apparent dissimilarities when using
fuzzy hashing [25].

In recent years, many more sophisticated approaches to
program similarity have been applied to the problem of mal-
ware analysis involving applications of machine learning [36].
The quality and availability of datasets for program similarity
is important for machine learning based approaches in partic-
ular which are unlikely to generalize if poor data are used for
training. In the next section, we discuss existing datasets and
cover a number of recent surveys which have questioned the
quality and availability of datasets in this domain.

2.2 Dataset Availability and Use
Surveys

Perhaps the most popular application of program similarity is
toward problems of malware analysis and security. Botacin et
al. conducted a survey of malware research covering nearly
500 papers across major academic security conferences be-
tween the years of 2000 and 2018 [6]. They summarized what
they observed to be ten major pitfalls and challenges in mal-
ware research, four of which directly relate to dataset use and
availability. In particular, they noted that dataset suitability
criteria for particular experiments are inconsistent, dataset
representativity of realistic problems is generally poor, lim-
ited reproducibility stemming from private or underspecified
dataset use is rampant, and dataset labeling, particularly label-
ing by antivirus labels or labels derived from antivirus labels,
is often opaque and inconsistent.

A similar study focused exclusively on dataset availabil-
ity and use across a broad range of digital forensic applica-
tions found similar issues in this domain [14]. In particular,
of the over 700 papers they reviewed, they found that only
54.4% used datasets that already existed at the time of publi-
cation, with the remainder opting to produce their own dataset.
They also mentioned issues with private dataset use and gen-
eral availability. Another study of dataset availability in the
domain of cybersecurity research found that only 21.2% of
papers which create their own dataset make that dataset pub-
lic [40].

It is clear that in order for the fields of computer security
and digital forensics to mature, researchers need more and
better standardized options for datasets across the community.
Better dataset availability and more standardized dataset use
would lead to much higher rates of reproducibility in our
research, greater community confidence in novel research,
and a much better understanding of the relative performance
of comparable solutions.

Datasets

A list of commonly used datasets created specifically for pro-
gram similarity and malware analysis research purposes is
included in Table 1. These datasets were distilled from the
above surveys as well as other recent work in program simi-
larity and malware analysis.

2.3 Synthetic Dataset Generation
Synthetic datasets have become increasingly common across
a wide range of research domains. In applications of deep
learning especially, where dataset sizes must be very large to
support training complex models, synthetic dataset use has
become fairly common in domains such as computer vision,
environmental simulation, bioinformatics, natural language
processing, and more [23].
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Name Year Type Labels Available*
Malware Genome Project [41] 2012 Android Malware Malware Families ✗

Drebin [3] 2014 Android Malware Malware Families ✓
Malicia [21] 2013 Drive-by Download Malware Malware Families ✗

Microsoft Kaggle [28] 2015 Malware Malware Families ✓
EMBER [2] 2017 (2018) Malware Benign/Malicious ✓

T5 [30] 2011 Non-Executable Files Similarity ✓
MSX-13 [31] 2013 Microsoft Office Files Similarity ✓

Table 1: Published datasets for program similarity and malware analysis research. *Publicly available for download at the time
of publication of this work.

Numerous novel synthetic dataset generation strategies
have been proposed in recent years across many domains.
In research involving healthcare data, synthetic data genera-
tion strategies have been proposed to avoid the many privacy
pitfalls involved with real medical data [4, 10, 39]. Synthetic
dataset generation is also common in the domain of computer
vision for tasks such as text recognition and general data
augmentation [15, 19, 35]. In the realm of security, synthetic
dataset generation has even been proposed for evaluating se-
curity software [33] and for fuzzing [11].

Multiple recent studies have evaluated the effectiveness
of synthetic data across many domains and applications and
have found it to be an effective tool for research [5, 18]. Patki
et al. even designed and implemented the first generalized
generative model for building synthetic datasets in arbitrary
domains [26].

3 Approach

In order to generate synthetic datasets for program similar-
ity, we implement a framework for combining small, labeled
pieces of reusable, parameterized implementations of specific
program functionality - referred to here as components. We
then automatically harvest a large corpus of components from
existing open-source libraries using program slicing. Finally,
by generating samples which contain different combinations
of components, we are able to create synthetic datasets of
programs which have known similarity based on the compo-
nents they share. In the next section, we describe the HELIX
framework we implemented for synthetic dataset generation.

3.1 The HELIX Framework

At its core, the HELIX framework defines three major primi-
tives:

Blueprints Core project layouts including templated boiler-
plate and methods for generating and building artifacts
from a set of Components and Transforms. For example,
a C++ project build with CMake.

Components Small, configurable pieces of source code that
represent a specific implementation of a specific func-
tionality along with associated metadata. For example,
a specific implementation of downloading a file from a
given URL using the cURL library.

Transforms Modifications of either source code or a built
artifact along with associated metadata. For example, the
GNU Binutil strip which removes debugging symbols
from a compiled binary.

These core primitives are depicted in Figure 1. Both com-
ponents and transforms are labeled with tags indicating func-
tionality and all tags associated with included components
and transforms are aggregated as the ground truth labels for a
sample in a generated dataset. Pairwise sample similarity can
be computed as a function of the sets of ground truth tags for
each sample.

For the purposes of this work we make use of components
and HELIX’s built in CMakeCppBlueprint to build samples
from both C and C++ source code. We do not make use of
transforms but their description is included here for com-
pleteness. The HELIX framework itself is robust and flexible
and capable of generating realistic programs that accomplish
meaningful tasks under dynamic analysis by combining pa-
rameterized components in interesting ways. It also supports
a uniform interface for applying transformations and obfusca-
tions to code and is generic enough to support practically any
programming language and build system.

In the next section, we describe our approach for automat-
ically extracting HELIX components from existing library
source code which allows us to generate arbitrarily large
datasets with HELIX using a tool built on top of HELIX that
we call Blind HELIX.

3.2 Blind HELIX

While HELIX includes a small number of hand-written com-
ponents, on their own they are not enough to generate any
sizable dataset and are primarily included for demonstration
purposes. Indeed, manually writing enough components for
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Figure 1: The design of HELIX - sets of components and
transforms are combined using a blueprint to generate samples
in a synthetic dataset.

HELIX to support large-scale dataset generation is simply
too much work for a small team of researchers. Instead, we
developed and implemented an approach for automatically
extracting HELIX components from existing open-source
libraries using program slicing.

Program slicing is an approach to divide a program into a
minimal form that still produces a desired behavior. It begins
by selecting some desired behavior and then removing code
which does not influence that behavior based on code and
dataflow analysis [38]. Program slicing has been used in
a number of different areas of program analysis, including
debugging, program comprehension, software maintenance,
and software testing [22].

We implemented a program slicing approach to automat-
ically extract HELIX components from existing libraries,
which we refer to as Blind HELIX. Blind HELIX’s design
is depicted in Figure 2 and it is built on top of the HELIX
framework. Given a software library, Blind HELIX uses the
following procedure to extract HELIX components:

1. Parse the library metadata, identifying all exported func-
tions.

2. For each exported function, attempt to build a binary
which includes that function and statically links against
the target library. Link-time optimization is enabled so
that the linker handles slicing the library during a dead
code elimination pass.

3. Exported functions which fail to build are discarded.

4. A component is created for each successful build of an
export. The built binary is parsed and label tag added to
the component for the name of each included function.

5. The original library is packaged with all successfully
identified and labeled components and exported for later
use. The library is rewritten to rename all function sym-
bols to avoid potential name collisions when linking with
multiple Blind HELIX components.

Note that program slicing is handled automatically by the
compiler in step 2. By statically linking against a target li-
brary and only importing a single function with link-time
optimization enabled, a dead code elimination pass removes
unused functions and global data from the library. This leaves
only the minimal “slice” of the program responsible for that
export’s functionality.

Blind HELIX supports ELF libraries on Linux written in C
but the approach is generic enough to apply to Windows PEs
and libraries written in C++.

A Corpus of Libraries

We used VCPKG1 - a C and C++ package manager for acquir-
ing and managing libraries developed by Microsoft. VCPKG

1VCPKG. https://vcpkg.io/en/index.html.
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Figure 2: Blind HELIX’s use of program slicing - a slice
is taken starting at each exported function in the library to
generate a single HELIX component.

supports libraries on Linux and Windows and is capable of
downloading libraries automatically and building them from
source on any platform it supports. As of the writing of this
paper, VCPKG includes over 1,700 open-source libraries and
Blind HELIX integrates with it directly to download and build
target libraries for component extraction.

After downloading and building every library supported by
VCPKG, we used Blind HELIX to extract components from
compatible libraries written in C. We were able to extract
28,178 unique components from 268 different libraries.

Labeling and Similarity

In order to label individual components, we identified
the set of functions included in a given component’s
slice using the debugging symbols provided by the li-
brary to which the component belongs. These function
names make up a set of component labels Lc of strings
in the form <library_name>-<function_name> (e.g.,
zlib-inflate).

The set of labels for a particular sample Ls built with n
components is simply the union of the sets of lables in each
component, as depicted in Equation 1.

Ls =
n⋃

i=1

Lc,i (1)

To approximate the similarity between any two samples,
we can take the Jaccard similarity of their sets of labels as
depicted in Equation 2.

S(Ls1,Ls2) =
|Ls1 ∩Ls2|
|Ls1 ∪Ls2|

(2)

3.3 Dataset Generation
There are a few potential pitfalls with naively combining ex-
tracted components from the VCPKG libraries to generate
datasets. First, some of the extracted components are funda-
mentally incompatible with others and combinations includ-
ing both will fail to build. Despite library symbol renaming to
avoid link-time collisions, some inherent incompatibilities are
unavoidable and intrinsic to how the libraries themselves were
written. To combat this, when generating datasets from Blind
HELIX components we simply attempt to generate more than
necessary and accept some loss due to build failures.

Second, randomly selecting included components from the
corpus of available components gives very little control over
the distribution of ground truth similarities in the generated
dataset. This can be problematic if the dataset generated is bi-
ased toward either extremely low or extremely high similarity,
since metrics which are also biased will perform unreasonably
well when evaluated against the dataset.

Finally, including more than one component from a single
library in a single build may lead to inflated levels of similarity
not reflected in the sample labels due to unintended function
subgraph overlap captured when slicing the library. To combat
these issues, we implemented the following library-stratified
semi-random dataset generation strategy:

1. Randomly select a list of n libraries, where n is the num-
ber of components to include in each sample.

2. Randomly select a slice component from each selected
library.

3. Generate a sample from the list of selected components.

4. Randomly replace a random number of the selected com-
ponents between zero and n∗ p, where p is a parameter
that controls the over degree of similarity in the gen-
erated dataset between zero and one. Components are
replaced in the same manner as 1 and 2, randomly select-
ing a replacement library and then randomly selecting a
slice component from that library.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4, discarding samples which fail to
build, until the desired number of samples is reached.

Using this strategy, and given that we were able to extract
28,178 unique components from 268 different libraries, this
approach can generate dataset sizes which are, for all practical
purposes, infinite2.

2Assuming 50 components per sample,
(268

50

)
= 6.36× 1054 is a lower

bound on the possible number of samples that can be generated from VCPKG
components.
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4 Evaluation

We evaluated Blind HELIX using a number of widely used
program similarity tools in the domain of malware analysis.
We curated a dataset of programs encompassing multiple, dis-
parate notions of program similarity and manually labeled the
similarity between pairs of programs in the dataset. Finally,
we generated a synthetic dataset of 256 programs (32,640
distinct pairs) using Blind HELIX and compared the relative
ranking of program similarity tool performance on the two
datasets. In the next section, we describe each of the program
similarity tools in detail.

4.1 Program Similarity Tools

We selected five popular program similarity tools to use for
this evaluation: ssdeep, sdhash, the Trend Micro Locality-
Sensitive Hash (TLSH), Lempel-Ziv Jaccard Distance (LZJD)
[20, 24, 27, 29], and BinDiff3.

ssdeep uses context-triggered piecewise hashing (CTPH) to
generate locality-sensitive fuzzy hashes for full files. Hashes
that do not match exactly are compared by computing a
weighted edit distance between them to produce a score be-
tween zero and one [20]. While originally designed for assess-
ing text similarity in an email spam filter algorithm, ssdeep
hashes are now commonly used for malware analysis and are
featured on VirusTotal4.

sdhash uses statically improbable byte sequences to gen-
erate hashes based on empirical measurement of entropy in
a dataset of various file types. Hashes are compared by mea-
suring their similarity as Bloom filters to produce a score
between zero and one [29].

TLSH uses a byte-wise sliding window approach to gener-
ate hashes, comparing them by rough edit distance to produce
an unbounded5 score where zero indicates that two files are
identical and higher values indicate lower similarity [24].

LZJD uses the Lempel-Ziv technique for creating a com-
pression dictionary of previously-seen sub-sequences. They
then use min-hashing as an optimization on Jaccard distance
between the sub-sequences of bytes for two files to compute
a similarity score between zero and one [27].

BinDiff uses a large number of weighted similarity metrics
based on structural features of the code as well as features of
the program’s call graph aggregated across the disassembly of
the full program to generate a similarity score between zero
and one [12, 13]. BinDiff differs from the previous metrics in
that it only works on executable files, not arbitrary blobs of
data, but it is the de facto standard for malware analysis and
comparison.

3Zynamics BinDiff. https://www.zynamics.com/bindiff.html.
4VirusTotal. https://www.virustotal.com/.
5For the purposes of this analysis, we normalize TLSH scores between

zero and one by selecting optimal score bounds using the detection and false
positive rates from the original paper.

We ran each of these program similarity metrics on every
pair of programs in the evaluation datasets and compared
relative performance to the ground truth similarity value for
that pair. In the next section, we describe the datasets these
tools were evaluated against.

4.2 Dataset
In order to evaluate the quality of the datasets HELIX (and
Blind HELIX) are able to generate, we curated samples that
represent the following abstract notions of program similarity:

Versions Different versions of the same source code. Sam-
ples are binaries from GNU coreutils compiled from the
source code versions released many years apart.

Optimizations Different compilers and optimization levels
applied to the same source code. Samples are binaries
from GNU coreutils and findutils compiled with GCC
and Clang at different optimization levels.

Obfuscations Different obfuscation techniques applied to
the same source code. Samples are example programs
from the Android Native Development Kit (NDK)6 com-
piled with various combinations of obfuscations from
the Obfuscator LLVM (OLLVM) compiler.

Semantic Different source code that accomplishes the same
purpose. Samples are selected from the Google Code
Jam (GCJ)7 programming competition as solutions from
different authors to the same challenge problem.

Malware Real-world malware from the same malware fam-
ily. Samples include different versions of components in
the CosmicDuke malware family labeled by compilation
timestamp and originally identified by F-Secure [1].

The selected categories represent real notions of program
similarity toward which many applications of program sim-
ilarity are targeted. Pairs of samples in each category were
compared and given a score between zero and one by mul-
tiple analysts familiar with program similarity and program
analysis. Analysts were given source code where applicable
and disassembly otherwise. The scores given by each analyst
were then averaged to give the ground truth similarity labels
for the dataset. The full table of manually-labeled samples is
included in Appendix A and the full dataset is included with
Blind HELIX at https://github.com/helix-datasets/
blind-helix.

We then generated a separate dataset using HELIX for com-
parison, consisting of 256 samples for a total of 32,640 pairs.

6Android Native Development Kit. https://developer.android.
com/ndk.

7Google Code Jam. https://codingcompetitions.withgoogle.
com/codejam.
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Figure 3: Distribution of ground truth similarity scores in the
HELIX-generated dataset. The dataset was generated such
that there would not be an unreasonable abundance of low-
similarity or high-similarity scores to avoid benefiting biased
similarity metrics.

Samples were generated using components automatically ex-
tracted from open source libraries in VCPKG using Blind
HELIX. The distribution of ground truth similarity values in
the HELIX dataset is depicted in Figure 3. Generating this
dataset took 2 minutes and 29 seconds running on an Intel
Xeon 8253 CPU with 64GB of RAM and dataset generation
performance scales linearly with dataset size.

In summary, we have two distinct datasets on which to
evaluate program similarity tools:

• A dataset of manually-labeled samples encompassing
five different abstract notions of program similarity. Sum-
marized in Appendix A. Referred to as the “manually-
labeled dataset” for the remainder of this paper.

• A dataset generated with HELIX from Blind HELIX
components harvested from VCPKG consisting of 256
samples (32,640 pairs). Referred to as the “Blind HELIX
dataset” or the “HELIX dataset” for the remainder of
this paper.

Experiment

Using our five program similarity tools we computed pairwise
similarity scores across both the manually-labeled and Blind
HELIX datasets. We measured the output of each of the tools
against the ground truth similarity values provided for each
dataset by computing the mean absolute error (MAE) across
all pairwise comparisons. In the next section, we explain our
results and explore some specific examples of interesting
performance by the similarity metrics.

Figure 4: Program similarity metric performance on the Blind
HELIX and manually-labeled datasets - lower is better.

4.3 Results and Analysis

The performance of each of the five program similarity tools
is depicted in Figure 4. On the manually-labeled dataset the
worst performing metric is ssdeep very closely followed by
sdhash. LZJD and TLSH perform a bit better and fairly com-
parably to one another. Finally, BinDiff performs the best by
a fairly large margin. The relative program similarity tool
rankings are essentially the same on the Blind HELIX dataset
with ssdeep and sdhash performing the worst, followed by
LZJD and TLSH which perform fairly comparably to one
another, and finally BinDiff again performs the best. The only
difference between the relative ranking of the tools compared
across both datasets is the position of LZJD and TLSH which
are very close in performance - within 0.02 MAE of each
other on both datasets.

From this similar performance ranking of program simi-
larity tools we postulate that Blind HELIX datasets embody
the same notions of program similarity represented by the
manually-labeled dataset. In other words, datasets generated
by Blind HELIX correctly model realistic and useful notions
of program similarity and can be a useful tool for evaluating
the effectiveness of new program similarity approaches.

Manually-Labeled Dataset Performance

The comparative performance of each of the five program
similarity tools on individual categories of program similarity
within the manually-labeled dataset is depicted in Figure 5.
There are a few interesting insights we can draw about each
of the tools from the results on this dataset.

First, while LZJD and TLSH perform relatively compara-
bly in the context of the entire dataset, LZJD appears to be
better suited to identifying semantic similarity while TLSH

7



Figure 5: Comparative program similarity metric performance on manually-labeled dataset similarity categories - lower is better.
The “naive” metric represents always guessing a similarity of 0.5.

seems better suited to identifying similarities across different
versions of software. This could be because TLSH’s quartile
computation leads it to perform well against data that varies
significantly in only a few places. Differing versions of large
programs are likely to only have modifications or additions to
a few functions resulting in localized changes, while seman-
tically similar programs built from differing source code are
likely to have a diffuse, low level of dissimilarity throughout.

Second, BinDiff appears to perform somewhat better on
optimizations and obfuscations than other categories. This
could be due to its focus on call graph comparison and ag-
gregation of basic block level similarity, thus it is optimized
to find similarities in call graph structure and basic units of
functionality. These would likely be preserved by a compiler
or an obfuscator which must necessarily preserve program
functionality. In contrast, it performs the worst on semantic
similarity where individual basic blocks, call graph structure,
and data flow may vary significantly between samples while
functionality is preserved.

Finally, it’s worth noting that metrics like ssdeep and sd-
hash are primarily designed to discover similarities between
nearly identical files and were originally built for comparing
textual data, not complex binary formats consisting of a mix
of metadata and machine code with no specific alignment.
Indeed, across the entire manually-labeled dataset, ssdeep
reports a similarity value of zero for 93.4% of pairs. As a
point of comparison, Figure 5 includes a “naive” metric that
simply always predicts a similarity value of 0.5. This metric
is obviously useless and outperforms nearly all of the pro-
gram similarity tools yet these tools remain widely used for
program similarity.

Figure 6: Program similarity metric performance on Cos-
micDuke malware samples by sample category - lower is
better.

Case Study: Malware Samples

With the exception of BinDiff, all metrics exhibited the weak-
est performance on the malware category of similarity. This
portion of the dataset consisted of malware samples from the
family CosmicDuke as reported by F-Secure. These samples
catalog the development of a dropper and a loader compo-
nent of the CosmicDuke malware family over time and are
differentiated by their compilation timestamps in the original
report. For samples belonging to the dropper component of
CosmicDuke, the executable code is actually identical and the
compilation timestamps match; the only difference between

8



these samples is binary metadata designed to trick the target
into running the malware.

Manual analysts were able to easily identify the identical
programs and gave them a very high ground truth similarity
in our manually-labeled dataset but, as depicted in Figure
6, BinDiff was the only metric that was able to identify and
properly weight the importance of this similarity. This is likely
because the other metrics operate on raw bytes, native of the
binary executable format and so overweighted the importance
of the program metadata in identifying similarities between
samples.

5 Discussion and Future Work

In this section, we discuss the results of our evaluation, some
limitations, and describe some directions for future work.

Limitations

As of the writing of this paper, HELIX only includes a rela-
tively small number of hand-written components. Blind HE-
LIX is one solution to creating a large number of HELIX
components for dataset generation but has a few limitations.
First, Blind HELIX currently only supports libraries written
in C for Linux, but could feasibly be extended to support C++
and Windows. Second, Blind HELIX labels are not based
on program functionality, just a rough approximation of it
through included functions in the library slice subgraph. For
the same reason, when Blind HELIX components call their
exported library function they are not passed reasonable or
realistic function arguments. If executed, samples built with
Blind HELIX would mostly likely crash immediately. HE-
LIX is actively maintained and we invite community input
and contribution of additional components and tools built on
top of HELIX that improve upon Blind HELIX’s automated
component extraction.

Classification Datasets

In this work, we focused on generating samples for program
similarity using HELIX and Blind HELIX. However, the HE-
LIX framework is flexible enough to be used for more com-
plex classification dataset generation to aid in research apply-
ing machine learning to program analysis. Given that, with
Blind HELIX, we can generate two programs with arbitrary
levels of similarity, it should be possible to generate synthetic
“classes” of programs with configurable statistical distribution
parameters to suit the needs of any particular evaluation. We
leave this to future work.

Dynamic Analysis

As mentioned before, samples generated from Blind HELIX
components are not guaranteed to function when executed

and would mostly likely crash. This makes Blind HELIX
datasets somewhat useless for applications of dynamic analy-
sis, however this limitation does not apply to the core HELIX
framework. HELIX itself includes a number of components
that accomplish interesting and useful functions all labeled ac-
cording to the MITRE ATT&CK framework8. Unfortunately
these hand-written components take time and resources to
develop and so only a relatively small number exist as of
the writing of this paper. Hopefully a community effort to
contribute functional, well-labeled components will improve
HELIX’s dynamic analysis dataset generation capabilities in
the future.

6 Related Work

There is some related work in the area of automated evaluation
of similarity techniques. Breitinger et al. built a framework to
test algorithms of similarity matching (or FRASH, for short)
which takes as input a test file or files and mutates those files
as input data to evaluate the performance of the ssdeep and
sdhash tools [8]. HELIX allows users to create raw datasets
which can be used for program similarity research and is not
restricted to evaluating only ssdeep and sdhash. Additionally,
the mutations performed by FRASH do not guarantee that
test cases will still be functional executables. Breitinger et
al. improve on FRASH in [7], automatically approximating
similarity of real-world data by using longest common sub-
sequence approximation. Their evaluation was conducted on
non-executable file formats (images, html, PDFs, etc.), how-
ever, and it’s not clear that this approach would directly apply
to much more complex binary executable file formats.

In the domain of malware analysis, multiple similarity as-
sessment frameworks have been proposed. Upchurch et al.
proposed a framework for malware similarity testing enti-
tled Variant [37]. Variant, however, consists of a single static
dataset composed of only 85 samples of malware manually
analyzed and grouped by subject matter experts. Although
HELIX’s samples are synthetic, not real-world malware, HE-
LIX is capable of generating much larger datasets with high-
quality ground truth labels based on real program similarity.
Liang et al. extracted call traces from malware executions
and proposed a method of winnowing a large dataset into
one which could be used as a benchmark. Their approach
is purely focused on dynamic analysis and labels samples
based on a “maliciousness index” computed via a voting sys-
tem of antivirus labels. Sebastián et al. proposed a method of
automatically labeling real-world malware by resolving dis-
crepancies between the labels provided by different antivirus
vendors for the same sample [32]. However, unlike HELIX,
antivirus labels are largely opaque and rarely connected to any
real notion of semantic, structural, or behavioral similarity.

Toward automated program variant generation, Choi et al.

8MITRE ATT&CK. https://attack.mitre.org/.
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proposed a system for applying non-behavior-modifying trans-
formations to source code repeatedly, guided by a genetic
algorithm until a specified level of diversity is achieved. This
work takes the opposite approach to ours and produces many
diverse samples from a single piece of source code [9]. Their
adaptive malware variant generation (AMVG) framework is
presented as a proof of concept and not designed for dataset
generation, though it may be interesting to apply some of their
genetic algorithm approach to HELIX in future work.

7 Conclusion

Dataset quality and general availability is a major problem
in the domain of program similarity research. In this work,
we have demonstrated a practical approach for generating
synthetic program similarity datasets from existing library
code using program slicing and recombination that is capable
of generating practically infinitely sized datasets. In our eval-
uation, we have shown that our approach correctly models
realistic and useful notions of program similarity. Finally, we
have open-sourced our framework for program generation and
mutation (HELIX) and our tool for automatic extraction of
functional components from existing libraries (Blind HELIX).
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The manually labeled dataset samples are included in Tables
2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
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Category Class(s) Description Sample(s)
Versions base64, du, ls, mv GNU Coreutils version 6.12 released in 2008 v6.12

GNU Coreutils version 7.6 released in 2009 v7.6
GNU Coreutils version 8.32 released in 2020 v8.32
GNU Coreutils version 9.0 released in 2021 v9.0

Table 2: Manually-labeled samples of different versions of the same program.

Category Class(s) Description Sample(s)
Optimizations base64, du, ls, find GNU Coreutils compiled with GCC at O0 GCC O0

GNU Coreutils compiled with GCC at O1 GCC O1
GNU Coreutils compiled with GCC at O2 GCC O2
GNU Coreutils compiled with GCC at O3 GCC O3
GNU Coreutils compiled with GCC at Of GCC Of
GNU Coreutils compiled with GCC at Os GCC Os
GNU Coreutils compiled with Clang at O0 Clang O0
GNU Coreutils compiled with Clang at O2 Clang O2
GNU Coreutils compiled with Clang at Of Clang Of

Table 3: Manually-labeled samples of the same code compiled with different optimization levels and compilers.

Category Class(s) Description Sample(s)
Obfuscations ollvm-ndk-native-plasma Renders a plasma effect in a bitmap in C unobf, fla, bcf, fla+bcf+sub

ollvm-ndk-camera-texture-view Preview NDK camera image unobf, fla
ollvm-ndk-endless-tunnel A simple game implemented in native code unobf, sub, fla, sub+fla

ollvm-ndk-webp-view Decode and rotate WebP images unobf, sub, fla, sub+fla

Table 4: Manually-labeled samples of different obfuscations of the same source code.

Category Class(s) Description Sample(s)
Semantic theme-park GCJ 2010 Qualification Ferlon, johny500, Prahadeesh, Suyog, Tommalla

perfect-game GCJ 2012 Round 3 Aleksei, iPeter, Xhark, yangzhe1991, ytau
nile GCJ 2014 Round 2 bwps, daimi89, LeeSin, Mosa

recalculating "GCJ 2020 Round 3 betrue12, Bodo171, MicGor, minQZ, walnutwaldo20

Table 5: Manually-labeled samples of different semantically equivalent programs with different source code.

Category Class(s) Description Sample(s)
Malware cosmicduke-loader CosmicDuke loader 20120727-764add69922342b8c4200d64652fbee1376adf1c

20121113-4e3c9d7eb8302739e6931a3b5b605efe8f211e51
20121113-580eca9e36dcd1a2deb9075bcae90afee46aace2
20121113-5c5ec0b5112a74a95edc23ef093792eb3698320e
20121113-ccb29875222527af4e58b9dd8994c3c7ef617fd8
20121204-9700c8a41a929449cfba6567a648e9c5e4a14e70
20140418-fecdba1d903a51499a3953b4df1d850fbd5438bd

Malware cosmicduke-dropper CosmicDuke dropper 0e5f55676e01d8e41d77cdc43489da8381b68086
5a199a75411047903b7ba7851bf705ec545f6da9
7631f1db92e61504596790057ce674ee90570755
f621ec1b363e13dd60474fcfab374b8570ede4de

Table 6: Manually-labeled samples of malware from the same family.
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